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Responsibilities

Organization/
Leaders

Meeting and Event
Professionals

Meeting Sponsor/
Meeting
Requestor

Attendees Meeting Suppliers

Set Strategy and
Policy

Provide
comprehensive set
of standard
operating
procedures
(SOPs)

Provide
technology

Enforce/Monitor
compliance

Develop the policy
along with the
stakeholders

See approval for
the policy

Educate
stakeholders
(including the
suppliers) on the
policy

Monitor
compliance

Create SOPs that
support the policy

Follow the policy
for their
meetings/events

Communicate the
policy to the
attendees

Respond to
exceptions

Enforce
compliance

Use the SOPs

Follow the policy

Read and
understand the
policy

Be compliant

Learn and follow
the policy

Supply services
within the policy

Report
noncompliance





A meeting is defined as any activity that includes 10 or more people (from our
organization or another organization) that is:
a.Held off-site of the organization’s property and
b.Funded by the organization

Types of meetings include:
• Breakfast, lunch or dinner gatherings (at a contracted property or a person’s
residence*)
• Client/sales meetings or events
• Marketing meetings or events
• Sponsorship activities
• Recruiting meetings or events
• Special events/team outings
• General business meetings
• Training meetings
• Conferences or congresses
• Virtual meetings held on-site or off-site

*Some companies do not allow staff to hold meetings at their residences and some companies require meeting/event
involvement (e.g. using a professional bartending service rather than self-serve). KEY MESSAGE: Whatever your policy
includes, document it.



1. Who does the policy affect? Provide guidance on scope, e.g. all employees, only certain divisions,
speakers, consultants, contractors, etc.

2. What does the policy cover? Provide guidance on types of meetings, e.g. all meetings, only certain
types of meetings, small meetings, etc.

3. Where is it applicable? Provide guidance on geographic scope, e.g. only U.S., regional, global,
etc.

4. When does it apply? Based on culture, is it a guideline, or mandated, or only in certain
circumstances (e.g. some components of the policy may not be applicable
in another country)

5. What lead time is desirable? Provide guidance e.g. strive to book meetings and events at least 90 days
in advance, or 9 months in advance if over XXXX number of people, etc.

6. Where should a meeting/event be
held?

Provide guidance on using internal space, e.g. meetings/events held at
the organization’s offices are considered the “business norm” and off-sites
should only be held when space is not available

7. Are alternative delivery opportunities
available?

Virtual meetings may be an option to reduce the length of time of the
meeting or eliminate the face-to-face meeting

8. What defines a meeting/event? Defining factors, e.g. number of attendees, cost, if a contract is presented,
anything off organization property



9. How will compliance to this policy be
managed?

Provide policy scope, e.g. policy is mandated and compliance will be
monitored frequently; Consequences for not following the policy could
lead to termination (or be more specific as to each level of consequence
based on the activity (e.g. first offense, second offense)

10. What if an exception needs to be
granted to the policy?

Define the process for exceptions and who must approve those
exceptions.

11. How does the policy affect non-
organization funded activities? (e.g.
external conferences)

If the conference is a major industry conference, and the organization will
have numerous people in attendance, business leader for that industry
should include the conference in the meetings calendar so that other key
meetings are not held during the same time frame.

12. What is the service level or
turnaround time expected?

Define the response time so that a meeting sponsor understands that it
may take 24-48 hours or more to search for a viable property; define the
meeting planning turnaround time.

13. Who is the contact if there are
questions for the attendees?

If there is one number for all meeting support, add it. Or, for specific
meeting questions, please refer to the meeting invitation, website or
speak with the business leader hosting that meeting/event.

14. What is the penalty for no-shows
without notification?

Provide guidance, e.g. penalties for no-shows will be chargebacks of $XX
to the no-show leader’s budget.



15. How to address multitaskers? Set the expectation, e.g. meetings/events are costly to the organization
and imperative for business success. It is expected that attendees will
focus on the business objectives of the meeting and reduce distractions.

16. Which suppliers should be used?` Provide guidance on using suppliers, e.g.. Preferred suppliers for
properties, ground, resource assistance, AV/production, destination
management etc.; If preferred suppliers are not available, other suppliers
may be used.

17. Who may sign contracts? Provide guidance on adhering to the organization’s contract signature
delegation.

18. How will suppliers be selected? Provide insight as to the procurement processes, e.g. follow the
procurement process of using RFP and evaluation scoring for contracts
over a defined threshold.

19. When are addendums used? When is
the supplier contract used?

Provide guidance e.g. organization uses [our own contract, the supplier’s
contract with an addendum] and meetings are negotiated using
professional sourcing staff.

20. How will contracts be managed? Provide guidance, e.g. contracts will be negotiated using procurement
principles, secured and retained using a contract management repository.

21. Will the organization’s clients be
considered as a supplier first or
equally?

Some organizations may have clients that perform meeting services.
Provide guidance as to whether those clients are considered first or
equally through an RFP process.

22. Will commissionable rates be used? If no, document what happens to the commissions that may be available
even when using non-commissionable rates; If yes, document who
receives the commission.



23. Does the organization consider
supplier diversity?

Provide guidance, e.g. suppliers must be registered as a
diversity/minority-owned business; organization tracks the spend.

24. How does the request for a
meetings/events start?

Review the meetings portal and begin the process by filling out the
“request a meeting” form.

25. Do I need to have a budget for the
meeting/event to register it?

Depending on your process, this may or may not be required; if it is, be
sure to document it in the policy.

26. How is the right city/country chosen
for the meeting?

Some meetings may require an airfare analysis to determine the best
location in terms of airline availability, cost, security, and other
environmental factors.

27. What other services are offered for
location selection?

Provide other service offerings such as site visits, site selection, security
review, etc.

28. Do all meetings/events need to be
registered?

Provide guidance on when to register the meeting/event, e.g. If the
meeting is within the scope of the definition of a meeting, or all meetings
including small meetings, and widely attended conferences for
calendaring purposes.

29. Who approves the meeting? Provide information as to the approval routing process and the turnaround
time.

30. How can attendees provide their
preferences?

Provide insight on using the meeting technology, e.g. meeting attendee
preferences and attendee responses will be managed through the
organization’s meeting management technology, which provides efficiency
and access to attendee data quickly for use during crisis management
situations.



31. How will the attendee information be
used? Is it secure?

Offer a sense of security, e.g. the organization uses a meeting
management technology that has passed all organization security tests
and secures all personal data. Only limited meeting planners have access
to personal data and those planners are required to destroy it immediately
following the meeting conclusion.

32. How can we avoid scheduling
meetings during other important
meetings/events?

Reinforce the policy of registering meetings, e.g. check the online meeting
calendar before registering your meeting/event.

33. What data will be collected during the
meeting/event registration process?

Provide a list of required fields/data that must be provided during the
registration process.

34. When will business units share
property space and resources?

May want to suggest that meetings that are held all within the same time
period may undergo further analysis and meeting sponsor communication
to understand viability of combining meetings to reduce cost and leverage
resources.

35. Who sources the meeting? Provide guidance as to who will complete these activities.

36. Who plans the meeting? Provide guidance as to who will complete these activities.

37. Who provides the branding and
marketing?

Define when branding is required and the process to involve marketing.



38. What clearance must be made for
senior leadership attendance?

Provide guidance as to pre-meeting contract signature security
clearances, property crisis management plans, and the approvals
necessary to gain clearance.

39. What types of confidentiality
precautions are necessary for
meetings/events?

Provide guidance on how to secure data, shredders onsite, locked
meeting rooms, added security, etc.

40. When will registration close for
meetings/events?

Provide guidance on why it is important to close registration on a certain
day and that the organization may require overflow properties that cost
more money if registration goes behind a certain date.

41. What type of technology is available
on-site for meetings/events?

Provide guidance for the “business norm” on the types of technology set
ups that will be available and what types of equipment may be necessary
to bring.

42. Will people be expected to share
rooms?

Some organizations require staff less than manager level to share rooms
for some types of meetings.

43. What languages assistance will be
available on-site?

Provide guidance as to the business norm of language support for
meetings/events.

44. What type of special services will be
available on-site?

Provide guidance as to the business norm for special services (e.g.
disabilities, meditation rooms, lactation rooms, sign-language translators,
etc.)



45. What travel management company
will be used?

Provide guidance on whether the organization’s travel management
company, or the meeting planning company’s travel company will be
used.

46. When can meeting travel be
combined with personal travel?

Provide the organization’s view on combining meeting travel with personal
travel.

47. When can meeting attendees stay at
personal residences rather than on-
site at the meeting property?

Provide the organization’s view on attendees staying at residences (their
own, relative, friends, etc.) during a meeting.

48. Who is allowed to go to the meeting
with the meeting attendee?

Provide the organization’s view on attendees bringing guests,
companions, children, etc., to a meeting.

49. Will meetings/events require weekend
travel?

Provide the organization’s view on attendee travel over the weekend.

50. When traveling, are multiple leaders
allowed on one aircraft?

Provide the organization’s view on multiple leaders flying on one aircraft
for meetings/events.

51. How will emergencies be handled for
meetings/events?

Provide the organization’s process for handing crises and locating
employees when a crisis occurs.



52. What are the limits within each spend
category for meetings?

Some organizations have spend “ceilings” or thresholds that can be spent
in each meeting planning category. For example, some organizations are
not allowed to surpass 35% of the total meeting costs for food and
beverage.

53. What types of entertainment are
allowed?

Provide the organization’s allowable entertainment options and also
document what is not allowed (e.g. adult entertainment).

54. Is alcohol allowed for
meetings/events?

Provide the organization’s viewpoint on serving alcohol at
meetings/events. Some organizations have separate alcohol policies.

55. How are signs, name badges and
collateral obtained?

Provide the process for the meeting sponsor to secure these services; if
they are provided during the meeting planning process, document that in
the process.

56. What are the services provided for
meeting planning?

Provide all of the services provided, e.g. pre-planning, breakout room
assignments, A/V, speaker, ground transportation, dine-arounds, off-site
activities, invoice payment and reconciliation, etc.

57. Is content creation included? Content creation sometimes is owned by the meeting sponsor; other
times it is owned by the meeting team. Provide guidance as to whether or
not your meetings team offers these services or how to secure assistance
with content creation.



58. When is it appropriate to use the
organization’s name?

Some organizations do not allow the branding/name to be included on
event boards or on other common signage.

59. When are insurance riders required? Provide guidance on the types of activities or properties that may require
extra insurance. For example, often a boat ride requires additional
insurance and a Certificate of Insurance must be obtained for that
particular event.

60. Who is allowed to sign releases or
waivers of liability?

Provide guidance on the organization’s process for these types of
requests.

61. When does music have to be
licensed?

Provide guidance on the suppliers who may have the BMI or ASCAP
music license (and ask to see it) or if the organization has an agreement
with either organization.

62. Will gifts, incentives, tickets or other
items be allowed from suppliers?

Provide guidance as to if the organization allows it and, if so, note if it
must be under a certain threshold.

63. Will familiarization trips be allowed? Provide guidance on the organization’s view on using “fam” trips, the
applicability of them and who should use them.

64. Will meeting planner points be
allowed?

Provide guidance on the organization’s view on using meeting planner
points, who is allowed to collect and who can use them, if allowed.



65. How are corporate social
responsibility initiatives used in
meetings/events?

Provide the organization’s activities and view on incorporating economic,
environment and social components into meetings/events.

66. What expenses may be charged to
the organization while attending a
meeting/event?

Provide guidance on what is chargeable to the attendee’s corporate card
vs. what will be chargeable to the meeting/event. For example, some
organizations will not allow individual charges for food and beverage
because it is included in the meeting and paid for under the meeting code.

67. How will meetings/events be paid? Provide guidance on how the meeting/event will be paid such as through
P-cards, meeting cards, corporate cards or accounts payable.

68. Are tips/gratuities required for
meetings/events?

Provide guidance on how tips/gratuities are managed by the meeting
planners for most services and define what services may warrant
tips/gratuities.

69. How will Value Added Taxes (VAT), or
other taxes, be managed or reclaimed
after the meeting?

Provide guidance on how the organization manages these types of taxes.



70. How will attrition and cancellation
penalties be managed?

Some organizations provide visible credits throughout the organization
and mandate that those properties be used first for meetings; define how
the credits will be dedicated to the business unit that incurred the penalty
or how it will be shared or moved to other business units.

71.: Who is the contact if there are
questions or concerns regarding the
meeting policy?

Provide a method to document concerns or issues regarding the meeting
policy. An automated issue/resolution application is ideal for users so that
concerns are documented, reportable and reside in the same system as
meeting/event and travel issues/concerns.

72. Does the meeting/event align with the
organization’s business objectives?

Provide guidance on how to ensure that the meeting/event must align with
the organization’s objectives.

73. What type of reporting is available for
meetings/events?

Provide guidance on what types of reports are supplied to the meeting
sponsor during planning and post meeting.

74. Can meetings/events be divided
across multiple budgets?

Provide guidance on how meetings/events will be financially tracked. Note
that some meeting sponsors purposely divide among multiple budgets to
hide meeting/event or to deviate from registering the meeting/event.

75. Is training available on how to plan
small meetings or use the meeting
technology?

Provide guidance on how meeting sponsors and meeting planners can
obtain training.



76. How will the meeting and event
services be funded?

Some organizations charge back to the meeting requester, others charge
at the business unit level for services used, and others use a shared
service model.

77: When do onsite travel directors,
planners or hostesses need to be
onsite?

Provide guidance as to when these resources should be onsite. For
example, do you require onsite if you have 30 associates meeting in a
hotel with no breakouts?

78. How many onsite travel directors,
planners or hostesses need to be
onsite?

Provide guidance on when the typical 1 person to every 50 attendees is
sufficient versus 1:100 or 1:40 as examples.

79. What type of virtual meeting support
is available?

Provide links to the virtual meeting service offerings so that the service
can complement or replace the face-to-face meetings as applicable.

80. How does the policy differ in each
country?

Provide country exhibits that define the global policy differences,
exceptions or additions that may be necessary.
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